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ity. It turns out that decisionmakers are subject to multiple 
restrictions and must take into account different points of 
view to get reforms passed. In the negotiation process, the 
technically correct or normatively accepted proposal is de
configured, and the proposal that can be passed is pieced 
together. In addition, we must consider that the ideal we 
aspire to regarding the right to access to information about the 
political parties depends not only on legal norms, but also 
on the legal and political culture of both the political elites 
and the citizens.
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class with citizens. The political class is the product of Mex
ican society, and its behavior cannot be alien to it. The pro b
lem of the parties and the elite in Mexico is intimately linked 
to Mexican society, its mentality, its perception of life, of the 
other, and of politics. The critique of the parties and the elites 
seems to be saying that they have no relation to the society 
they spring from or in which they operate, as though it were 
possible for political parties and elites from a culture different 
from that of their own country to exist; as if politicians were 
not Mexican citizens and did not share with them their vir
tues and defects; as though the virtues were concentrated in 
the citizenry and the defects in the politicians.

recaPiTulaTing

At the beginning of this essay, we asked ourselves why the 
regulation of access to information about political parties 
was still far from a normative ideal. We can conclude that 
what seems clear at first glance, that is, the normative ideal, 
is not so clear when transferred to the examination of feasi bi l
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Frequently, structural reforms of states originate in 
transcendent social movements: revolutions, civil wars, 
and even coups d’état often conclude with a legal and 

political restructuring centered on fundamental rights. In the 
case of the right to information in Mexico, a struggle —unarmed, 
of course— has arisen, spearheaded by civil society organi za
tions and also by different public officials working for change 
in their country.

In this same vein, we can say that in the last 15 years, dis
cussion about certain fundamental rights has steadily in
creased in Mexico’s national legal system. The most recent 
constitutional reform changed the name of Title One, pre
viously called “De las garantías individuales” (On Individual 
Guarantees), to “De los derechos humanos y sus garantías” 
(On Human Rights and Their Guarantees).1 The much ce le
brated reform on indigenous rights was also affected, seeking 
to broaden constitutional protection for Mexico’s first peoples 
whose rights were highly vulnerable because of mar  ginali
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zation and poverty. Criminal procedures were also modified: 
from being predominantly written, trials became funda men
tally oral, making for greater certainty, and above all greater 
transparency, in the difficult task of administering criminal 
justice. There were also advances in the right of protection of 
personal data, and, of course, in the area that is the topic of this 
brief essay: the right to information and the important amend
ment of constitutional Article 6 that gave it both prin ciples 
and bases.

Despite the fact that the Constitution had already esta b
lish ed the right of information in 1977, today, the debate takes 
on another dimension. This is due to the vagueness with which 
the Constitution had recognized and interpreted the right; 
some court decisions in the interim even affirmed that this was 
not a fundamental right giving persons the ability to access 
public archives; it was even thought that the right to infor
mation was part of the duties of press offices and was limited 
to control of the content of what the mass media pre sented to 
the public. It was not until 1996, when the Su preme Court 
handed down a decision on the case that came to be known 
as “Aguas Blancas,” involving a genocide per petrated by pa ra
military personnel in the state of Guerrero, when two main 
issues were identified: the first is that the right to information, 
in effect, involves the possi bility that private parties can access 

public archives. But, it is also related to the fact that in our 
country there is a culture of deceit, scheming, and cover ups; 
that is, like any other prac tice entrenched in a society’s cul
ture, nontransparency and lies are systematic and recurrent. 
This widespread behavior affects public policies, and the 
entire daily operation of the Mex ican state as a whole.2

A growing awareness about the scope of the right to in for
mation began to germinate in Mexican environmental le gis la
tion with the creation of a rudimentary system for accessing 
environmental information. On the basis of this, the idea 
emerged that environmental information was public and its 
access was conditioned only on the need to establish a legal in
te rest, a pre req uisite now defined as unconsti tutional.3

However, the real qualitative leap, considered a profound 
structural reform, was the passage of laws on access to infor
 ma tion, both federally and locally, as well as the forging of 

Without a doubt, it was during Vi cen te Fox’s 
administration that this fundamental right was 

in sti tutionalized: The Federal Law on Transparency 
and Access to Public Governmental Information 

was passed, and the Federal Institute 
for Access to Information was created.

A memorial to the massacre in Aguas Blancas. After this case, the Supreme Court recognized the right to information in the Constitution.
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agree ments, regulations, and guidelines for nonexecutive 
branch public entities like the federal judiciary, autonomous 
constitu  tionallycreated bodies (the National Human Rights 
Commission, the Federal Electoral Institute), and public 
universities.

However, this whole broad legislative deployment was in
 sufficient and inoperative because each public entity created 
its own distinct setup. This meant that access to information 
was restricted by improper fees, by the supposed lack of proof 
of legal interest, or by overregulation through many local sta t
  utes. For this reason, in 2007, an important amend ment was 
made to Article 6 of the Constitution, establishing a new 
struc  ture for the right to information throughout Mex ico. This 
change stipulated the current dimensions of the right to access 
to public information, recognizing it as a fun damental right 
by clearly stipulating that all information is public and access 
to it will only be denied for reasons in the public in terest or to 
protect personal data.

Another principle for interpreting the Constitution was 
also included, the one establishing the principle of maxi mum 
publicity. The amendment stipulated that access to infor ma
tion must be free of charge and did not require proof of any 
kind of interest beyond the simple request for it. Also, the 
bases were established for operating the bodies that would 
be the guarantors of access to information, and it was stipu
lated that review procedures had to be swift. The chang es 
also set certain guidelines for archives, for absolute trans pa r
ency in the use of public resources, and a framework of sanc
tions if the laws were not complied with.

Without a doubt, it was during the administration of Vi
cen te Fox (20002006) that this fundamental right was in
sti tutionalized. The Federal Law on Transparency and Access 
to Public Governmental Information (lfTaiPg) was passed, 
and the Federal Institute for Access to Information (ifai) was 
created. That is, generally speaking, this right was more or 
less consolidated, although the task is not concluded. On the 
other hand, corruption and the excesses of the federal go  vern
ment itself began to be documented,4 from the wasteful man
a gement of towels and bathroom products in the Presi dent’s 
Office, to cases of fraud and siphoning off monies to favored 
organizations like Provida.5

In addition to this, many highlevel government officials 
began to resist the process —something that continues to day— 
reluctant to hand over the archives of their par ti cular insti
tution, arguing that that specific information came under the 
heading of the federal legislation’s exceptions, or simply pre

tending that the information requested did not exist. One 
example of this was the issue of files in criminal investigations: 
at the start there was no great resistance to opening them up 
to the public. However, after officials rea lized that they were 
evidence of the generally mediocre job federal investigators 
were doing, the Criminal Procedural Code was amended to 
put a stop to prosecutors’ offices being accountable for their 
work by opening up these archives, which, by nature, should 
be public.

Felipe Calderón’s administration has not focused a big 
spot light on the right to information,6 but rather used its time 
trying to bring down the big organized crime cartels using a 
strategy often called illadvised. One of the ne gative effects of 
this war is that the public is afraid of being caught in the cros s
fire between federal forces and the cri mi nals.7 Despite this, 
there have been advances, since the ifai was given new fa c
ulties to be able to control personal data ba ses in private hands; 
this is a big challenge for ifai officials.

I think the challenges of the right to information in Mex
 ico are huge, particularly given that the federal and local go   v
ernments continue to maintain a position implying that they 
own the information they have and that it is theirs to use as 
they see fit. This is why public policies are developed uni la  t
erally —almost personally— without any projection and in 
many cases in an authoritarian way. It is important to point 
out that access to public information is the platform of good 
government; that is, the basis for the art of governing, or go  v
ernance, is carrying out actions that involve society in deci 
sion making. As long as access to information is margi naliz ed, 
a great many risks will be run in the exercise of public admi n
istration, from the lack of trust and the discrediting of public 
management, to a series of factors that could even lead to so
cial violence.8 An example of good governance is the con struc
tion of the Itaipú Dam on the Paraná River in South America, 
a project which Argentina participated in, despite its being 
built in territory shared by Paraguay and Brazil, be cause it was 
situated on the tributaries of the La Plata River. The late 

The challenges to the right to information 
in Mex  ico are huge, particularly because 

the federal and local go   vernments continue 
to act as if they own the information they have 

and that it is theirs to use as they see fit. 
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A general law on access to information would distribute 
competencies among all government bodies. If we have 
the se kinds of laws for the environment, health, and public 
accounts, why should we not establish one for access to in
formation? The struggle continues, and the road toward ideal 
accountability and governance is still very long. We know we 
are moving; the question is: where are we headed?
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Argentine internationalist Julio Bar beris, who was a funda
mental part of the negotiations on building the dam, under
lined the important participation of the communities that 
were going to be displaced by the reservoir it would create. 
Not only should they be compensated for the land ex pro
priated from them, but they also had to be informed and had 
to be participants in the undertaking.9 The conclusion to be 
drawn from this is that when the gov ern ment provides infor
mation, this institutionally strengthens public ad min is tration 
and translates into a systematic better ment of power relations 
between government agents and the population.10

It is important to point out that the 2007 constitutional 
reform, which attempted to harmonize the right to infor ma
tion, was insufficient to ensure uniform agility and institu tio  n
al development nationwide. Today, in Mexico City and in the 
states and municipalities, conditions for implementing this 
fundamental right continue to be uneven. Despite the fact 
that the states and the capital all have laws and insti tutions 
charged with ensuring the exercise of the right to infor ma tion, 
there are notable differences among local legis la tures, among 
the institutions charged with guaran teeing this right, among 
the norms stipulating the kind of information that must be 
provided on line for transparency, and in op er ational, func
tional capabilities. It has taken years for the states to simply 
adopt the Infomex informational system; some of them have 
not installed it at all.11 These profound differences can give 
rise to dividing the country be tween transparent and nontrans
parent states according to their actions, since this right conti n
ues to operate differently nationwide.12

One way out of this situation is to repeal all the country’s 
laws on access to information and pass a single general law. 
This would mean we would have identical local institutions 
and procedures and no one would be able to allege the sup
posed “state’s right to sovereignty” to justify blocking the 
exercise of this right. It is a matter, on the one hand, of fighting 
corruption with laws, institutions, and a strategy that would 
involve the entire country, and, on the other hand, of arriving 
at what I call a “generalized state of accountability.”

When the gov ern ment provides information, 
this institutionally strengthens public ad min is tration 

and translates into a systematic better ment 
of power relations between government 

agents and the population.
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